
BANKFOOT PRIMARY SCHOOL LONG TERM PLAN 2021 -2022 YEAR GROUP 2
Besides the Seaside

(History/Geography)
Autumn 1

6 week 4 days
September Tue 7- 22 Oct

Victorians
Autumn 2

(History/Geography)

6 weeks 4 days
1 Nov- 17 Dec

INSET Mon 29 Nov

Island Life
Spring 1

(History/Geography)

6 weeks 3 days
Wed 5 – Fri 18 Feb

Safer internet day Tues 8 Feb

Equality
Spring 2

(History/Geography)

6 weeks
Mon 28 – Fri 8

I am a READER!
, The Emperors New

Clothes
(SATs Theme term)

Summer 1
Mon 25-Fri 27
4 weeks days

Closed Mon 2 & 3 May
(Eid)

Knights and Castles
Summer 2

(History/Geography)

7weeks and 1 day
Mon 6 – Tues 26 July

Mon 11 July

Well-Being Week
PSHE H21, H22, H23, H27,

H29, H32, H34, H35

Anti-bullying week
PSHE R6-12

Book Week
March 3

Entry
Point/
Stimulus

VISIT Whitby

Planting Bulbs Life as a Victorian Child

Visit Mosque
January

Mosque visit

The Emperor’s New Clothes
Textiles and Fabric
Samuel Lister

Exit Point Narrative (Assessed)
Explanation text
Frog Life Cycle Assessed
Non-Chronological Report
Poppy Appeal

Victorian Dress Up Day

Identifying different types of
discrimination

Book week
Dress up as book character
Read-a-thon
Create a poem to perform

Visit Tuesday 25 June
Skipton Castle

Class
Assembly

Friday 8 November
New Beginnings and Famous
people related to the sea

April Easter Stations
Religious Festival Easter

Friday 6 July
Knights & Castles

Parents
Consultati
on

Tuesday  October
Wednesday  October

Tuesday  January
Wednesday  January 2022

Tuesday  April
Wednesday  April 2022

Wednesday  July

Links with
World
Cultures

Grace Darling and Women’s
achievements
Captain Cooks impact to those
cultures visited and how the
world viewed Britain.

British Empire how is that my
history?

Remembrance Day
Guy Fawkes
Milad’s Birthday
Diwali
Christmas

Influence of travel and exploration
on our lives

What are the benefits of historical
travel?
Where do different foods come
from?
Climate and location affects
weather and clothing

How people’s experiences
have influenced change.

What do we need to do to
make people feel equal?

Who?  Where? What? When?
How?

Resources from other
countries
Plants obtained from other
countries
Science use to change
materials
Fabrics used for occasions

Who owns Land Who are the
Rulers?

Castles of the United Kingdom

Castles across the world

English outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils show high levels of attainment in reading, writing, speaking and listening and exhibit very positive attitudes.

Pupils rapidly acquire secure knowledge of letters and sounds and make substantial and sustained progress in learning to read, and to write legibly and fluently.



From different starting points all groups of pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills.

Pupils express their ideas fluently and imaginatively in both writing and speaking using Standard English.

Pupils read widely and often across subjects to a high standard, with fluency and comprehension appropriate to their age.

Pupils show a mature understanding of a wide range of challenging texts, both traditional and contemporary.

Pupils’ writing shows a high degree of technical accuracy.

Pupils write effectively across a range of genres, frequently showing creativity in their ideas and choice of language.

Pupils have a mature understanding of the differences between written and spoken language.

They speak confidently and with maturity in relation to their age, using Standard English very effectively.

Pupils are effective learners, able to think for themselves, to provide leadership and mastery in their own learning.

Spoken
Language

Promoted
Through:

Talk
Partners

Big
Questions

Class
Assembly

Debates

Class
Discussion

Respondin
g to
questions
from
adults

Creating
questions
for others

Speak audibly and fluently
with an increasing
command of Standard
English

Use relevant strategies to
build their vocabulary
Listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction and
identifying themes

Discussion - develop, agree
on, and evaluate rules for
effective discussion

Discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader’s
interest and imagination

Retelling stories orally

Composing and rehearsing
sentences orally

Opportunities to discuss
language including vocabulary

Discussing  writing in order to
learn from  its structure,
grammar  and vocabulary

Reading aloud their own
writing using appropriate
intonation so that the meaning
is clear

Speak audibly and fluently
with an increasing
command of Standard
English

Articulate and justify
answers, arguments and
opinions
Listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction and
identifying themes

Discussion - develop, agree
on, and evaluate rules for
effective discussion

Discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader’s
interest and imagination

Participate in discussions
taking turns to listen to what
others say

Showing understanding
through intonation, tone and
volume

Justifying  inferences with
evidence

Building a varied and rich
vocabulary

Discussing  writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write

Speak audibly and fluently
with an increasing command
of Standard English

Give well-structured
descriptions, explanations and
narratives for different
purposes
Listening to and discussing a wide
range of fiction and identifying
themes

Discussing words and phrases that
capture the reader’s interest and
imagination

Discussion - develop, agree on,
and evaluate rules for effective
discussion

Identifying how language structure
and presentation contribute to
meaning

Asking questions to improve their
understanding of a text

Participate in discussions taking
turns to listen to what others say

Thinking aloud to explore and
collect ideas

Justifying inferences with
evidences

Speak audibly and fluently
with an increasing
command of Standard
English

Maintain attention and
participate actively in
collaborative
conversations
Listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction and
identifying themes

Discussion - develop, agree
on, and evaluate rules for
effective discussion

Explaining the meaning of
words in context

Opportunities to discuss
language including vocabulary

Discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader’s
interest and imagination

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Asking questions and
predicting

Composing and rehearsing
sentences orally

Speak audibly and
fluently with an
increasing command of
Standard English

Use spoken language to
develop understanding
through speculating
Listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction and
identifying themes

Discussing words and
phrases that capture the
reader’s interest and
imagination

Discussion - develop, agree
on, and evaluate rules for
effective discussion

Discussing words and
building a varied and rich
vocabulary

Showing understanding
through intonation, tone and
volume

Discussing  writing in order
to learn from  its structure
and vocabulary

Composing and rehearsing
sentences orally

Speak audibly and fluently
with an increasing
command of Standard
English

Listening to and discussing a
wide range of fiction and
identifying themes

Discussion - develop, agree
on, and evaluate rules for
effective discussion

Discussing words and phrases
that capture the reader’s
interest and imagination

Discussing their understanding

Asking questions to improve
their understanding

Composing and rehearsing
sentences orally

Participate in discussions

Discussing  writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write



Understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in
context

Composing and rehearsing
sentences orally

Building a varied and rich
vocabulary

Participate in discussions
about books

English
National
Curriculu
m

Handwriti
ng

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write in order to understand
and learn from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar
·discussing and recording
ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively
building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing
range of sentence structures)
·organising paragraphs around
a theme
·in narratives, creating
settings, characters and plot
·in non-narrative material,
using simple organisational
devices (for example, headings
and sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness of
their own and others’ writing
and suggesting improvements
·proposing changes to
grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency, including
the accurate use of pronouns
in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling
and punctuation errors

·Read aloud their own
writing, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation and
controlling the tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear

Nelson KS1 Handwriting book
1B

Start using some of the
diagonal and horizontal strokes
needed to join letters and
understand which letters,

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write in order to understand
and learn from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar
·discussing and recording
ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively
building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing
range of sentence structures)
·organising paragraphs around
a theme
·in narratives, creating
settings, characters and plot
·in non-narrative material,
using simple organisational
devices (for example, headings
and sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness of
their own and others’ writing
and suggesting improvements
·proposing changes to
grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency, including
the accurate use of pronouns
in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling
and punctuation errors

·Read aloud their own
writing, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation and
controlling the tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear

Nelson KS1 Handwriting
Book 2A

Form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one
another

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to that
which they are planning to write in
order to understand and learn
from its structure, vocabulary and
grammar
·discussing and recording ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively building a
varied and rich vocabulary and an
increasing range of sentence
structures)
·organising paragraphs around a
theme
·in narratives, creating settings,
characters and plot
·in non-narrative material, using
simple organisational devices (for
example, headings and
sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness of
their own and others’ writing and
suggesting improvements
·proposing changes to grammar
and vocabulary to improve
consistency, including the accurate
use of pronouns in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling and
punctuation errors

·Read aloud their own writing,
to a group or the whole class,
using appropriate intonation
and controlling the tone and
volume so that the meaning is
clear

Nelson KS1 Handwriting
Book 2B

Form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one another

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write in order to understand
and learn from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar
·discussing and recording
ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively
building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing
range of sentence structures)
·organising paragraphs around
a theme
·in narratives, creating
settings, characters and plot
·in non-narrative material,
using simple organisational
devices (for example,
headings and sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness of
their own and others’ writing
and suggesting improvements
·proposing changes to
grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency, including
the accurate use of pronouns
in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling
and punctuation errors

·Read aloud their own
writing, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation and
controlling the tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear

Nelson Handwriting
Purple Book

Form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one
another

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write in order to
understand and learn from
its structure, vocabulary and
grammar
·discussing and recording
ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively
building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing
range of sentence
structures)
·organising paragraphs
around a theme
·in narratives, creating
settings, characters and plot
·in non-narrative material,
using simple organisational
devices (for example,
headings and sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness
of their own and others’
writing and suggesting
improvements
·proposing changes to
grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency,
including the accurate use of
pronouns in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling
and punctuation errors
·Read aloud their own
writing, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation
and controlling the tone
and volume so that the
meaning is clear

Nelson Handwriting
Purple Book

Form lower-case letters of
the correct size relative to
one another

Plan their writing by:
·discussing writing similar to
that which they are planning
to write in order to understand
and learn from its structure,
vocabulary and grammar
·discussing and recording
ideas
Draft and write by:
·composing and rehearsing
sentences orally (including
dialogue), progressively
building a varied and rich
vocabulary and an increasing
range of sentence structures)
·organising paragraphs around
a theme
·in narratives, creating
settings, characters and plot
·in non-narrative material,
using simple organisational
devices (for example, headings
and sub-headings)
Evaluate and edit by:
·assessing the effectiveness of
their own and others’ writing
and suggesting improvements
·proposing changes to
grammar and vocabulary to
improve consistency, including
the accurate use of pronouns
in sentences
·Proof-read for spelling
and punctuation errors

·Read aloud their own
writing, to a group or the
whole class, using
appropriate intonation and
controlling the tone and
volume so that the
meaning is clear

Nelson Handwriting
Purple Book

Form lower-case letters of the
correct size relative to one
another



Read
Write Inc
spellings

Literacy
and
Language

when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined

Write capital letters and digits
of the correct size, orientation
and relationship to one
another and to lower case
letters

Use spacing between words
that reflects the size of the
letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 1 – Unit 5 plus common
exception words.
or sound soft c, adding y,
homophones and adding ly

RWI Grey Book ????

Cross curricular writing:
History & Geography Come
to Whitby Posters, leaflets,
and seaside poetry

Start using some of the
diagonal and horizontal strokes
needed to join letters and
understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined

Write capital letters and digits
of the correct size, orientation
and relationship to one
another and to lower case
letters

Use spacing between words
that reflects the size of the
letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 6 – Unit 12 plus common
exception words.
N sound, igh, ing, j sound,
contractions, ed, and o sound

Literacy and Language
Unit 1 Cottonwool Colin
and Sister for Sale
To write a new story about
friendship.
Explanation of a life cycle of
frog.

Cross curricular writing:
Comprehension based on The
story of Guy Fawkes, Diwali,
letter writing to soldiers of the
war ,

Start using some of the diagonal
and horizontal strokes needed to
join letters and
understand which letters, when
adjacent to one another, are best
left unjoined

Write capital letters and digits of
the correct size, orientation and
relationship to one another and to
lower case letters

Use spacing between words that
reflects the size of the letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 13 – Unit 18 plus common
exception words.
Ed, possessive apostrophes, wr, er
and est,

Literacy and Language
Unit 2 The Fish Who Could
Wish and Poetry
To write a poem describing a new
sea creature.

Literacy and Language
Unit 3 Little Croc’s Purse and
Oh Gnome!

PSHE L10-13

To write some new scenes for a
play.
Write and perform a voice over for
a persuasive trailer.

Cross curricular writing:
Geography Living on an Island
UK v Pacific Island

Use most of the diagonal and
horizontal strokes needed to
join letters and
understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined

Write capital letters and digits
of the correct size, orientation
and relationship to one
another and to lower case
letters

Use spacing between words
that reflects the size of the
letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 19 – Unit 24 plus
common exception words.
Ee, ness, le, el and al

World Book Day
Thursday 7 March

Literacy and Language
Unit 4 Billy Monster’s
Daymare and Beauty and
the Beast
To write a new fairy tale.

To write instructions.
(procedural)

Cross curricular writing:
History – Life Stories of
Equality Changes Rosa
Parks, John Weir, Helen Kellar,
Louis Baille

Use most of the diagonal
and horizontal strokes
needed to join letters and
understand which letters,
when adjacent to one
another, are best left
unjoined

Write capital letters and
digits of the correct size,
orientation and relationship
to one another and to lower
case letters

Use spacing between words
that reflects the size of the
letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 25 – 30 plus common
exception words.
Ful, less, ment, tion

Literacy and Language
Unit 5 The Night Shimmy
and Chatterbox Ben

To write a diary entry.
To use formal and
informal language for
different forms of
communication.

Cross curricular writing:
History – Great Science
Invention

Use most of the diagonal and
horizontal strokes needed to
join letters and
understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another,
are best left unjoined

Write capital letters and digits
of the correct size, orientation
and relationship to one
another and to lower case
letters

Use spacing between words
that reflects the size of the
letters.

RWI spelling
Unit 31 – 34 plus common
exception words.
Es, possessive apostrophes,
contractions, ir sound and il
words

Literacy and Language
Unit 6 G.E.M and the
Chocolate planet
To write a fantasy story.
Present information
(information text)

Cross curricular writing:
Geography – Directional
language Moving around
the castle grounds.



Non Chronological Report
History - Life for Victorian
Children

Reading
Understand what they
read, in books they can
read independently, by:
Checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in
context

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from
their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence

Predicting what might happen
from details stated and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and summarising these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from
non-fiction

Participate in discussion
about both books that are
read to them and those
they can read for
themselves, taking turns

Understand what they
read, in books they can
read independently, by:
Checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in
context

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from
their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence

Predicting what might happen
from details stated and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and summarising these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from
non-fiction

Participate in discussion
about both books that are
read to them and those
they can read for
themselves, taking turns

Understand what they read, in
books they can read
independently, by:
Checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining the
meaning of words in context

Asking questions to improve their
understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from their
actions, and justifying inferences
with evidence

Predicting what might happen
from details stated and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn from
more than one paragraph and
summarising these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from non-fiction

Participate in discussion about
both books that are read to
them and those they can read
for themselves, taking turns
and listening to what others
say.

Understand what they
read, in books they can
read independently, by:
Checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in
context

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from
their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence

Predicting what might happen
from details stated and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and summarising these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from
non-fiction

Participate in discussion
about both books that are
read to them and those
they can read for
themselves, taking turns

Understand what they
read, in books they can
read independently, by:
Checking that the text
makes sense to them,
discussing their
understanding and
explaining the meaning of
words in context

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from
their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence

Predicting what might
happen from details stated
and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one
paragraph and summarising
these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from
non-fiction

Participate in discussion
about both books that
are read to them and
those they can read for
themselves, taking turns

Understand what they
read, in books they can
read independently, by:
Checking that the text makes
sense to them, discussing their
understanding and explaining
the meaning of words in
context

Asking questions to improve
their understanding of a text

Drawing inferences such as
inferring characters’ feelings,
thoughts and motives from
their actions, and justifying
inferences with evidence

Predicting what might happen
from details stated and implied

Identifying main ideas drawn
from more than one paragraph
and summarising these

Identifying how language,
structure, and presentation
contribute to meaning

Retrieve and record
information from
non-fiction

Participate in discussion
about both books that are
read to them and those
they can read for
themselves, taking turns



and listening to what
others say.

and listening to what
others say.

and listening to what
others say.

and listening to what
others say.

and listening to what
others say.

Cross
Curricular
Reading

*The Lighthouse Keeper’s
Lunch
*Captain James Cook (H)
*A Tiny Seed (Sc)
*At the Seaside (G)
*Chicken’s Aren’t the Only
Ones (Sc)

*Guy Fawkes
*Remembrance Day
*Rama and Sita

Pirates in Pyjamas World Book
WEEK
Island Stories

Charlie Needs a Coat (Sc)
Biographies

SATs & Test Base papers Castles
Textiles

Schofield
& Sims

What Makes Me Move
Jeremy Strong
Keeping Warm in Bed
The Enormous Crocodile
British Garden Birds
Clever Gretel
A Very Small Beetle

Big Red Boots
The Wizard’s Dog
The Months
I love my Darling Tractor
Birdsong Lullaby
The Four Friends

Stop Thief!
An adventure for Brave Mouse
Dipping into the Dictionary
Plop Meet Boy Scout
Beyond the Castle Walls

Stars Twinkle
The Iron Man returns (Fiction)
Fossil hunting
Written in March
Measuring Straight Lines

Spider in the Bath
Swede Pulls up Carrot
Get the Picture
Tracey Beaker’s Nightmare
Early Bicycles
Mary and the Robin

Suggested
Reading L
& L

Peter’s Chair
Willy the Wimp
Alfie and The Big Boys

The Rainbow Fish
Tiddler
The Snowy Day

A Huge Bag of Worries
The Boy Who Cried Wolf
Angry Arthur

Mixed Up Fairy Tales
Little Beauty
How to Turn a Monster into a
Dinosaur

The Tiger who came to Tea
Not Now Bernard
Slightly Invisible

Quick , let’s get out of here
Chocolate
We’re off to Look for Aliens

Visual Clip Literacy Shed
A Cloudy Lesson
Whistleless
The Lighthouse

Literacy Shed
*For the Birds
*Something fishy

Literacy Shed
*The Clocktower
*Book of Butterflies

Literacy Shed
*The Switch
*Tamara

Literacy Shed
*The Black Hat
*The Bridge

Literacy Shed
*Little Boat
*Marshmallows

VIPER
Text

Ruby’s Worries The Incredible Book Eating
Boy

The Black and White Club The Pencil Grandma Bird The Smartest Giant in Town

SPaG
Capital letters and full stops
Asking Question –Using
question marks
Nouns
Conjunctions

Commas in lists
Apostrophes for missing letters
Exclamation Marks
Verbs
Adverbs
Apostrophes for possession

Spelling activities matching
spelling program

Types of sentences
Staying in the same tense
Using and, but and or
Using when, if, that and because
Suffixes

Spelling activities matching spelling
program

Capital letters and full stops
Question Marks and
Exclamation Marks
Commas in lists
Nouns
Noun Phrases
Adjectives
Spelling activities matching
spelling program

SATs  & Test Base papers Types of sentences
Staying in the same tense
Using and, but and or
Using when, if, that and
because
Verb tenses
Adverbs
Spelling activities matching
spelling program



Mathematics outcomes for pupils
Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master the mathematics they are learning.

Pupils understand important concepts and make connections within mathematics.

Pupils develop a broad range of skills in using and applying mathematics.

They take the initiative in solving problems in a wide range of contexts, including the new or unusual.

Pupils think for themselves and are prepared to persevere when faced with challenges, showing a confidence that they will succeed.

Pupils embrace the value of learning from mistakes and false starts.

Pupils are able to recall mathematical knowledge rapidly, apply it fluently and accurately in order to calculate efficiently.

When investigating mathematically, pupils’ reason, generalise and make sense of solutions.

Pupils show high levels of fluency in performing written and mental calculations and mathematical techniques.

Mathematical language and symbols are used accurately in pupils’ work and in discussions.

Pupils develop a sense of passion and commitment to the subject.
Mathemati
cs -Spoken
Language

Developing their mathematical
vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or
proof.

Making their thinking clear to
themselves as well as others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their mathematical
vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or
proof.

Making their thinking clear to
themselves as well as others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their mathematical
vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or proof.

Making their thinking clear to
themselves as well as others

Build secure foundations by using
discussion to probe and remedy
their misconceptions

Developing their mathematical
vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or
proof.

Making their thinking clear to
themselves as well as others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their
mathematical vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or
proof.

Making their thinking clear
to themselves as well as
others
Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe
and remedy their
misconceptions

Developing their mathematical
vocabulary

Presenting a mathematical
justification, argument or
proof.

Making their thinking clear to
themselves as well as others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Maths
Inspire
Maths

Inspire

Yr1 Number Bonds to 10
Yr1 Simmering Ac 3

Yr1 Consolidation on
numbers to 100
Place value SS
Simmering Ac 8 & 9

Unit 1: Numbers to 1000
count in steps of 2, 3, and 5
from 0, and in tens from any
number, forward and backward
identify, represent and
estimate numbers using

Unit 5: Multiplying by 2
and 3
(NC only 2x 3x table)
calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication
and division within the
multiplication tables and write
them using the multiplication
(×), division (÷) and equals
(=) signs
show that multiplication of two
numbers can be done in any
order (commutative) and
division of one number by
another cannot

Inspire
Unit 7: Multiplication and
Division – Bar modelling
recall and use multiplication and
division facts for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables, including
recognising odd and even numbers
solve problems involving
multiplication and division, using
materials, arrays, repeated
addition, mental methods, and
multiplication and division facts,
including problems in contexts.

Inspire

Unit 11: Money
ask and answer simple
questions by counting the
number of objects in each
category and sorting the
categories by quantity
ask and answer questions
about totalling and comparing
categorical data.

Yr1 remote learning
Unit 8: Length

Inspire
Revision – coverage of NC

SATs & Test Base papers

Inspire
Unit 14: Volume
compare and order lengths,
mass, volume/capacity and
record the results using >, <
and =
choose and use appropriate
standard units to estimate and
measure length/height in any
direction (m/cm); mass (kg/g);
temperature (°C); capacity
(litres/ml) to the nearest
appropriate unit, using rulers,
scales, thermometers and
measuring vessels



different representations,
including the number line
compare and order numbers
from 0 up to 100; use <, >
and = signs
read and write numbers to at
least 100 in numerals and in
words
use place value and number
facts to solve problems

Yr1 No regrouping nor
exchanging.
SS Ac 16 & 17

Simmering Activity slides
Unit 2: Addition and
Subtraction within 1000
Simmering Ac 6-8

solve problems with addition
and subtraction:
using concrete objects and
pictorial representations,
including those involving
numbers, quantities and
measures
applying their increasing
knowledge of mental and
written methods
recall and use addition and
subtraction facts to 20 fluently,
and derive and use related
facts up to 100

Unit 4: Multiplication and

Division
calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication
and division within the
multiplication tables and write
them using the multiplication
(×), division (÷) and equals
(=) signs
show that multiplication of two
numbers can be done in any
order (commutative) and
division of one number by
another cannot

Unit 6: Multiplying by 4,5
and 10
(NC 5 and 10)
recall and use multiplication
and division facts for the 2, 5
and 10 multiplication tables,
including recognising odd and
even numbers
show that multiplication of two
numbers can be done in any
order (commutative) and
division of one number by
another cannot

Unit 3: Using models –
addition and subtraction
solve problems with addition
and subtraction:
using concrete objects and
pictorial representations,
including those involving
numbers, quantities and
measures
applying their increasing
knowledge of mental and
written methods
add and subtract numbers
using concrete objects,
pictorial representations, and
mentally, including:
a two-digit number and ones
a two-digit number and tens
two two-digit numbers
adding three one-digit
numbers

Yr1 No NC fractions – covered
remotely. BASICS

Unit 12: Fractions
recognise, find, name and write
fractions 1/3, 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 of a
length, shape, set of objects or
quantity
write simple fractions for example,
1/2 of 6 = 3 and recognise the
equivalence
of 2/4 and  1/2.

Yr 1 covered remotely
Unit 13: Time
interpret and construct simple
pictograms, tally charts, block
diagrams and simple tables

interpret and construct simple
pictograms, tally charts, block
diagrams and simple tables

Unit 15: Graphs
ask and answer simple
questions by counting the
number of objects in each
category and sorting the
categories by quantity
ask and answer questions
about totalling and comparing
categorical data.

Unit 16: Lines and Surfaces
compare and sort common 2-D
and 3-D shapes and everyday
objects
identify and describe the
properties of 2-D shapes,
including the number of sides
and line symmetry in a vertical
line
identify and describe the
properties of 3-D shapes,
including the number of edges,
vertices and faces
identify 2-D shapes on the
surface of 3-D shapes, [for
example, a circle on a cylinder
and a triangle on a pyramid]

Unit 17 Shapes and
Patterns

order and arrange
combinations of mathematical
objects in patterns and
sequences
use mathematical vocabulary
to describe position, direction
and movement, including
movement in a straight line
and distinguishing between
rotation as a turn and in terms
of right angles for quarter,
half and three-quarter turns
(clockwise and anti-clockwise).



Speed
Tables

Big Maths
Beat That

Big Maths
Beat That
CLIC

Mental
Maths

Maths
links from
other
topics

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division facts
for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables

Yr1 Summer 1

Teach CLIC Skills

Cross Curricular
Timeline – dates in history of
Grace Darling
Number, place-value, addition,
subtraction, measures (money)

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division facts
for the 2, 5 and 10
multiplication tables

Yr2 Autumn 1

Level Booklet

Cross Curricular
2d/3d shapes in architecture,
addition and subtraction,
multiplication

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division facts for
the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 multiplication
tables

Yr2 Autumn 1

Level Booklet

Cross Curricular
Measures (time), division, Position
and direction

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10
multiplication tables

Yr2 Spring 2

Level Booklet

Cross Curricular
Fractions, addition,
subtraction, data handling

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division
facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5 and
10 multiplication tables

Yr2 Summer 1

Level Booklet

Cross-curricular –
Calculating fractions of sales
and amounts of people
reading

Year 2 - recall and use
multiplication and division facts
for the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10
multiplication tables

Yr2 Summer 2

Level Booklet

Cross Curricular
Multiplication, division,
measures (time and money),
fractions

Science outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master their learning.

Pupils are able to think for themselves, take the initiative and raise their own questions about science knowledge, understanding and scientific enquiry.

They are confident and competent in the full range of stage-related practical skills, taking the initiative in planning, carrying out, recording and evaluating their own scientific investigations.

Pupils frequently use their scientific knowledge and understanding very effectively in written and verbal explanations, solving challenging problems and reporting scientific findings formally.

They work constructively with other pupils, demonstrating common understanding in discrete well-focused roles, with all playing a part in successful investigations.

Pupils show high levels of originality, imagination and innovation in their understanding and application of their knowledge and skills.

Their practical work incorporates a variety of contexts, including fieldwork.

Pupils research contemporary issues and understand the impact of science on society.

They develop a sense of passion and commitment to science, showing strong application and enthusiasm to learn more through scientific endeavour.



Science –
Spoken
Language

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific concepts
clearly and precisely

Making their thinking clear,
both to themselves and others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific concepts
clearly and precisely

Making their thinking clear,
both to themselves and others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific concepts
clearly and precisely

Making their thinking clear, both to
themselves and others

Build secure foundations by using
discussion to probe and remedy
their misconceptions

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific concepts
clearly and precisely

Making their thinking clear,
both to themselves and others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific
concepts clearly and
precisely

Making their thinking clear,
both to themselves and
others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe
and remedy their
misconceptions

Developing their scientific
vocabulary

Articulating scientific concepts
clearly and precisely

Making their thinking clear,
both to themselves and others

Build secure foundations by
using discussion to probe and
remedy their misconceptions

Science

PSHE

Plants

•Observe and describe how
seeds and bulbs grow into
mature plants
•Find out and describe how
plants need water, light and a
suitable temperature to grow
and stay healthy.

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

Gathering and recording data
to help in answering questions.

Animals including humans

H1-H7, H26, L2

•Notice that animals, including
humans, have offspring which
grow into adults
•Find out about and describe
the basic needs of animals,
including humans, for survival
(water, food and air)
•Describe the importance for
humans of exercise, eating the
right amounts of different
types of food, and hygiene.

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

Gathering and recording data
to help in answering questions.

All Living things and their
habitats

•Explore and compare the
differences between things that
are living, dead, and things that
have never been alive
•Identify that most living things
live in habitats to which they are
suited and describe how different
habitats provide for the basic
needs of different kinds of animals
and plants, and how they depend
on each other.

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and ideas
to suggest answers to questions

Gathering and recording data to
help in answering questions.

Use of everyday materials

•Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, metal, plastic, glass,
brick, rock, paper and
cardboard for particular uses
•Find out how the shapes of
solid objects made from some
materials can be changed by
squashing, bending, twisting
and stretching.

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

Gathering and recording data
to help in answering
questions.

Animals, plants and
materials

Samuel Lister: Fabrics

How plants and animals
provide us with resources
that can be turned into
fabrics

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using
simple equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

Gathering and recording
data to help in answering
questions.

Revisit and build on
previous units

How raw materials can be
changed?

Series of experience to change
fabrics

Working Scientifically
Asking simple questions and
recognising that they can be
answered in different ways

Observing closely, using simple
equipment

Performing simple tests

Identifying and classifying

Using their observations and
ideas to suggest answers to
questions

Gathering and recording data
to help in answering questions.

Pattern Seeking



Big
Questions

Suggested
Wider
Reading

Activities and Recording of
findings

*group and classify seeds
*Outline equipment used
*Carry out a comparative fair
test
*Write up procedure for tests
*Make prediction
*Observe overtime
*complete tables

What happens to my bean
after I’ve planted it?

Do cress seeds grow
quicker inside or outside?

Do bigger seeds grow into
bigger plants?

How a Seed Grows
(Let's-Read-and-Find-Out
Science 1) by Helene J. Jordan
(Author), Loretta Krupinski
(Illustrator)

The Tiny Seed (The World of
Eric Carle) Hardcover – March
10, 2009
by Eric Carle (Author,
Illustrator)

Activities and Recording of
findings

*Correctly sequence stages of
life
*match young to old
*use secondary sources to
research
*

How much food and drink
do I have over a week?

Which offspring belongs to
which animal?

What food do you need in a
healthy diet and why?

Materials (Science Kids)
Paperback
by Clive Gifford (Author)

What Is a Solid? (First Step
Nonfiction)
by Jennifer Boothroyd
(Author)

Activities and Recording of
findings

*Pattern Seeking on affects of
exercise on the body
*Research different foods in food
pyramid and healthy plate
*group and classify foods
*Food diary, is there a pattern?
*Problem solve issues of hygiene
*Observing habitats over the
seasons

How would you group
these plants and animals
based on what habitat
you would find them in?

What conditions do woodlice
prefer to live in?

The Encyclopaedia of Animals: A
Complete Visual Guide

Wild Animal Atlas: Earth's
Astonishing Animals and Where
They Live (National Geographic
Kids)

Good Enough to Eat: A Kid's Guide
to
Food and Nutrition Paperback by
Lizzy Rockwell

Activities and Recording of
findings

*group and classify materials
*Carry out a comparative fair
test
*suitability of materials for a
given purpose

Which material would be best
for the roof of the little pig’s
house?

Which materials are shiny and
which are dull?

How have the materials we
use changed over time?

An Antarctic Habitat
(Introducing Habitats) by
Molly Aloian and Bobbie
Kalman

A Rainforest Habitat
(Introducing      Habitats) by
Molly Aloian and Bobbie
Kalman

Activities and Recording
of findings

*researching  the raw state
of a material and the
processes used for making
products
*

How are plastics made?

Activities and Recording of
findings

*Carry out a comparative fair
test
*suitability of materials for a
given purpose
*Observe overtime
*complete tables

Art and Design outcomes for pupils
Pupils handle a range of 2D, 3D or digital media competently and confidently. They explore and exploit the visual language well to develop individual and diverse responses to given or chosen starting points.

Pupils use drawing to aid thinking. They enjoy using different drawing materials or techniques to record observations, recall memories or express  imagination.

Pupils appreciate the qualities and understand the value of drawing to other artists, craft makers and designers.

Pupils are curious about the work of other artists, craft makers and designers and make independent and informed choices about referring to the work of others which they use to liberate rather than constrain their own
ideas or style.

Pupils strive for originality in the development of their ideas and approaches.

They understand the value of experimentation and working beyond their comfort zone in order to discover and develop creativity.

Pupils compare, contrast and criticise their own achievements, those of their peers and other creative practitioners in order to make connections and understand creative diversity.



They are reflective about their own development and the work of others.

Pupils contribute positively and purposefully to their learning in lessons and in between.

Art and
Design

Happiness Week &
Art of the
Seaside

Texture: Sand Art
Colour: Tones of the sea
Tones: of a sunset
Form: Sea creature

Activity
*Captain Cook’s voyage. Use
varying shades of blue to show
tones of the sea
*Create colours of a seaside
sunset
*Use clay to create sea
creatures

Victorian Art

Drawing Style of Lowry
Printing: Shades of Lowry
Form: Mould a bust

Activities
LS Lowry Focus – Victorian
Work house pictures
*create a Victorian silhouette
* Victorian Portrait Silhouette
Kadinsky
*create a bust of Queen
Victoria

Island Life
Food and Habitats

Pattern: Natural Art
Print: Prints on the island
Drawing: Pastel

Activities
Link to science and plants
*Natural Artist – Andy Goldsworthy
*Giuseppe Arcimboldo
Use a range of natural materials
creatively to design and make
various pieces made from food
*Animal prints found on an island

Equality
Material

Drawing: Portraits
Colour: Portraits in varied
colour
Pattern: Materials

Activities
*Create a hall of fame portrait
using different forms
*Use various materials to
create a collage

Textiles

Texture: learn to sew

Activity
*Use large eyed needles –
running stitches to create a
robe for the king
* Simple appliqué work,
embellish the robe
*Start to explore other
simple stitches

Knights and Castles

Colour: Shield
Drawing: Features on the
coat of arms
Form: Using wire

Activity
*Create a shield, using
*create chain mail armour
*Binca Castle scene

Design and Technology Outcomes for pupils

Pupils understand the working characteristics and properties of the materials they are using and why one material, ingredient or component is better suited to a job than another.

Pupils develop their work effectively, and demonstrate resilience in solving design problems and technical challenges.

Pupils understand how to carry out high-quality tests before attempting to improve their products and realise their plans accurately and safely.

The suitability for users is embedded in all aspects of their designing and making.

Pupils analyse and use their research effectively to support their designing and to test the effectiveness of their products.

Pupils apply their knowledge of science and mathematics to inform their designing and making.

They talk confidently about their technological ideas, and present information and plans effectively by writing, drawing and using annotated sketches.

Design
and
Technolog
y

Design purposeful, functional,
appealing products for
themselves and other users
based on design criteria

Select from and use a wide
range of materials and
components, including
construction
materials, textiles and
ingredients, according to their
characteristics

Activity

Make  he/she can
independently cut
wood/dowelling using a
hacksaw and bench hook

Activity

Generate, develop, model and
communicate their ideas through
talking, drawing,
templates, mock-ups and, where
appropriate, information and
communication
technology
evaluate their ideas and products
against design criteria

Activity

Explore and evaluate a range
of existing products
build structures, exploring how
they can be made stronger,
stiffer and more stable

Activity

Make  he/she can join
fabrics using staples and a
running stitch

Activity

Select from and use a range of
tools and equipment to
perform practical tasks [for
example, cutting, shaping,
joining and finishing]
explore and use mechanisms
[for example, levers, sliders,
wheels and axles], in their
products.

Activity



Create a moving ship in the
ocean

Design a lighthouse with a
winding mechanism

Design a mock-up healthy meal. Design a plinth for a hero Sew pieces to make a robe Design shield bearing a coat of
arms

Computing outcomes for pupils

Pupils have a clear understanding of the value of Computing. Pupils’ understanding of important concepts, as well as their proficiency in techniques and recall of knowledge, are well developed.

Teachers have a good level of specialist expertise including good technical skills, which, along with accurate assessment of individual pupils’ prior knowledge and understanding, is used well in planning and teaching their
subject.

Pupils understand the value of Computing, its impact on society and how it relates to their lives, due to teachers using a range of appropriate contexts in lessons.

Teachers respond well to pupils’ questions through effective dialogue and feedback, and correct errors and misconceptions accurately and effectively.

Teachers of Computing communicate high expectations, about their subject to pupils, encouraging them to produce the best work they can.

Good learning across all aspects of the subject is promoted through the use of an appropriate range of resources and teaching strategies.

Computing Online Safety

ES4 Know login details and
passwords should only be
shared with trusted adults.

Computer Science
National Curriculum Links

Understand what algorithms
are; how they are
implemented as programs on
digital devices; and that
programs execute by following
precise and unambiguous
instructions.

Create and debug simple
programs.

Use logical reasoning to
predict the behaviour of simple
programs.

Recognise common uses of
information technology beyond
school.

CS5 Understand that real and
virtual devices can be

Online Safety

ES5 Understand that they can
be connected to many people
in their life (real life and
online).
Information Literacy
National Curriculum Links

Use technology purposefully to
source and manipulate digital
content.

IL4 Identify information
through a range of appropriate
forms of media.

Online Safety
SID Tuesday 5 February

ES6 Be polite and respectful when
communicating & playing games
online.

Data Handling
National Curriculum Links

Use technology purposefully to
create, organise, store, manipulate
and retrieve digital content.

DH3 Represent information as a
simple block graph or pictogram.

Online Safety

ES7 Talk to a trusted adult
before sharing information
about themselves online

Media
National Curriculum
Links

Use technology purposefully
to create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve
digital content.

Recognise common uses of
information technology
beyond school.

Online Safety

ES8 Know that some of the
people they interact with
online may not be who they
say they are.
Media
National Curriculum Links

Use technology purposefully to
create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital
content.

Recognise common uses of
information technology beyond
school.

M9 Add music and or a sound
to affect the mood and
atmosphere of their work.

Online Safety

ES8 Know that some of the
people they interact with
online may not be who they
say they are.
Online Safety
National Curriculum Links

Use technology safely and
respectfully, keeping personal
information private; identify
where to go for help and
support when they have
concerns about content or
contact on the internet or
other online technologies.



controlled by sequences of
commands (algorithm).

CS6 Plan a set of commands to
achieve a specific outcome.

CS7 Predict the outcome of an
algorithm using logical
reasoning.

CS8 Control devices through a
series of commands
(algorithm).

CS9 Write, test and debug
simple programs.

CS10 Understand the benefits
of using technology beyond
school.

IL5 Recognise the layout of a
web page and interact with it
appropriately.

IL6 Search for information
using child friendly search
engines

DH4 Organise and interpret data
as a simple graph.

DH5 Sort and answer questions
using yes/no answers.

SAFER INTERNET DAY
Tuesday 6 February

M6 Make simple changes to
improve the look and clarity
of their work.

M7 Organise and
communicate ideas for a
specific purpose using
appropriate layout and
media.

M8 Record, locate and
review sounds and add them
to their digital creations.

M10 Capture and create
images in different graphic
applications.

M11 Understand and create
simple animations

Geography outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master their learning.

Pupils have excellent knowledge of where places are and what they are like.

They have excellent understanding of the ways in which places are interdependent and interconnected and how human and physical environments are interrelated.

Pupils have an extensive base of core geographical knowledge and vocabulary.

Pupils are able to carry out increasingly complex geographical enquiry, apply questioning skills and use effective analytical and presentational techniques in a wide range of environments, scales and contexts.

Pupils reach clear conclusions and are able to develop reasoned arguments to explain their findings.

Pupils are able to think for themselves and take the initiative in, for example, asking questions, carrying out their own investigations and working constructively with others.

Pupils show significant levels of originality, imagination or creativity in their understanding and skills within the subject.

Fieldwork and other geographical skills, including numerical and quantitative skills, and techniques are highly developed and frequently utilised.

Pupils develop passion and commitment to the subject and exhibit a real sense of curiosity in finding out about the world around them and the people who live there.

Pupils are able to express well-balanced opinions, rooted in very good knowledge and understanding about current and contemporary issues in society and the environment.
Geography Whitby

Features of the seaside

Human and Physical
Geography he/she can use
basic geographical
vocabulary to identify and

Victorians

Name and locate the
world’s seven continents
and five oceans link to
Captain Cook, Queen Victoria/s

Island Life

Locational Knowledge he/she
can explain geographical
similarities and differences

I am Rosa Parks

History Focus

I am a Reader

Creating fabrics -How is land
is used

Use simple fieldwork and
observational skills to study
the geography of their school
and its grounds and the key
human and physical features



describe key physical
features e.g. beach, cliff,
coast, forest, hill,
mountain, sea, ocean,
river, soil, valley,
vegetation, season and
weather.

*What do you see at the
seaside?
*What is done at the seaside?
*Comparing holidays of the
past and present.

British Empire & Remembrance
Day

Review name, locate and
identify characteristics of the
four countries and capital cities
of the United Kingdom and its
surrounding seas

between an area of the UK and
a non-European country

Identify seasonal and daily
weather patterns in the United
Kingdom and the location of hot
and cold areas of the world in
relation to the Equator and the
North and South Poles

How does climate affect the food
we have available?

Locating countries which different
foods comes from?

Enquiry and Investigation
he/she can collect

information about his/her
local environment. e.g.

Using tally charts.

of its surrounding
environment.

Enquiry and Investigation
he/she can use aerial
photographs to identify key
landmarks, and basic human
and physical features of the
area studied.

Skipton Castle (local castle) –
features of castles, human and
physical features

History outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master their learning.

Pupils have excellent knowledge and understanding of people, events, and contexts from a range of historical periods, of historical chronology, and of historical concepts and processes.

Pupils are able to think critically about history and communicate ideas very confidently in styles appropriate to a range of audiences.

Pupils consistently support, evaluate and challenge their own and others’ views using detailed, appropriate and accurate historical evidence derived from a range of sources.

Pupils are able to think, reflect, debate, discuss and evaluate the past, formulating and refining their own questions and lines of enquiry.

Pupils are passionate about history and engage enthusiastically in their learning, developing a sense of curiosity about the past and their understanding of how and why people interpret the past in different ways.

Pupils are respectful of historical evidence and make robust and critical use of it to support their explanations and judgements.

Pupils readily embrace challenging activities, including opportunities to undertake high-quality research across a range of history topics.

History
Significant people of
Britain beyond living
memory:

Captain James Cook
Grace Darling

Events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally
or globally.

The Victorians and the
influence of the British
Empire
How this era was significant,
nationally and globally?

Who was Queen Victoria

The British Empire Down Under,
Island Life

Display- Significant People

Life of an explorer Marco Polo and
linking West to East and the
impact of his travels in present day

Significant people from the
wider world, beyond their
living memory

Who was Rosa Parks?

History of Science and new
inventions to support science
and technology over the
years

Science of Plants?
The Story of Textiles,
The Journey of Cotton
Lister Mills

Know and understand
significant aspects of the
history of the wider world: the
nature of ancient civilisations

The History of Castles Life

Music outcomes for pupils

Pupils enjoy their musical experiences and make good progress in their musical understanding, including of musical theory, as a result of high expectations for good-quality music-making.

Pupils demonstrate readiness to engage positively with different and diverse musical traditions and styles from a range of historic, social and cultural contexts, including classical music.

They listen well and consequently make good musical responses.

Singing is confident and controlled, instrumental techniques are accurate and secure, and pupils are able to create their own musical ideas that show a good understanding of how pitch, duration, dynamics, timbre,
texture and structure work together.



Attainment is good in relation to pupils’ capability and starting points, particularly with regard to their previous musical interests and experiences.

Music is a popular subject and pupils from all groups participate actively and enthusiastically in curriculum lessons and extra-curricular activities. Retention rates are good in all forms of musical activity, in and out of the
curriculum.
Music Play tuned and untuned

instruments musically

Use voices expressively

Use voices expressively and
creatively by singing songs and
speaking chants and
rhymes
Create musical patterns
Rehearse and perform with
others

Explore, choose and organise
sounds and musical ideas
To listen with concentration and
recall sounds with increasing aural
memory

Listen with concentration and
understanding to a range of
high-quality live and recorded

Music

Explore and express ideas and
feelings about music using
movement, dance and
expressive and musical
language

Listen with attention to
detail

Experiment with, create, select
and combine sounds using the
inter-related dimensions
of music.
Use combined musical
elements of pitch, duration,
dynamics, tempo, timbre,
texture and silence can be
organised and used
expressively within simple
structures

Outcomes for Physical Education

Boys and girls of all ages, abilities and interests acquire new knowledge and skills at a good rate and develop a good understanding of PE and sport.

They practise skills without the need for much guidance or support. They apply these skills in a wide range of activities and situations, and achieve a high level of performance.

They have a good level of physical fitness and understand the importance of this in promoting their long-term health. They are able to remain physically active for long periods of time and lead healthy lifestyles by eating
sensibly, avoiding smoking, drugs and alcohol and exercising regularly.

Physical
Education

Perform dances using simple
movement patterns.

Hockey and Dance

Intra school  New Age Kurling

Perform dances using simple
movement patterns.

Hockey and Dance

Intra school  Football

master basic movements including
running, jumping, throwing and
catching, as well as developing
balance, agility and co-ordination,
and begin to apply these in a
range of

activities

Tennis and Gymnastics

Intra school Team Games

master basic movements
including running, jumping,
throwing and catching, as well
as developing balance, agility
and co-ordination, and begin
to apply these in a range of

activities

Tennis and Gymnastics

Intra school Tri Golf

Participate in team games,
developing simple tactics for
attacking and defending

Football and Cricket

Intra school  Benchball

Participate in team games,
developing simple tactics for
attacking and defending

Cricket and Athletics

Intra school Sports Day

Religious Education outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master their learning.

Pupils have an outstanding level of religious literacy.

The development of their ability to engage with a range of ultimate questions about the meaning and significance of existence is excellent.

The development of their ability to ask significant questions about, and show an impressive understanding of, issues related to the nature, truth and value of religion is impressive.



They develop a strong understanding of how the beliefs, values, practices and ways of life within any religion cohere.

Pupils can think for themselves and take the initiative in, for example, asking questions, carrying out their own investigations, evaluating ideas and working constructively with others.

They show significant levels of originality, imagination or creativity in their responses to their learning in Religious Education.

Pupils show impressive achievement in linking their study of religion and belief to their exploration of more personal reflections on issues of meaning and purpose.

Their progress is outstanding across a wide range of religions, beliefs and investigations.

Bradford Agreed Syllabus 2020 -2024

Know about and understand a range of religions and worldviews, so that they can:
• describe, explain and analyse beliefs and practices, recognising the diversity which exists within and between communities and amongst individuals;
• identify, investigate and respond to questions posed and responses offered by sources of authority and wisdom found in religions and worldviews;
• appreciate and evaluate the nature, significance and impact of different ways of life and how these are expressed.

Express ideas and insights about the nature, significance and impact of religions and worldviews, so that they can:
• express with increasing discernment their personal reflections and critical responses to questions and teachings about identity, diversity, meaning and value, including ethical issues;
• explain their ideas about how beliefs, practices and forms of expression influence individuals and communities;
• appreciate and evaluate varied dimensions of religion or a worldview.

Develop and use the skills needed to engage with religions and worldviews, so that they can:
• find out about and investigate key concepts and questions of belonging, meaning, purpose and truth, responding with increasing understanding;
• investigate how different individuals and communities live together respectfully for the wellbeing of all;
• articulate beliefs, values and commitments clearly, in order to explain why they may be important in their own and other people’s lives.

Religious
Education

Christianit
y
Islam

2.1
How is new life welcomed?

A .Investigate the beliefs and
practices of religions and other
world views, including:

1.Beliefs and authority: core
beliefs and concepts; sources
of authority including written
traditions and leaders;

2. Worship and Spirituality:
how individuals and
communities express belief,
commitment and emotion.

2.2
How can we make good
choices?

A. Investigate the beliefs and
practices of religions and other
world views, including:
Beliefs and authority: core
beliefs and concepts; sources
of authority including written
traditions and leaders;
C. Investigate how religions
and other world views
influence morality, identity and
diversity, including:
Moral decisions: teachings of
religions and other world views
on moral and ethical
questions; evaluation,
reflection and critical
responses

2.4
How do we look after the
planet?

C. Investigate how religions and
other world views influence
morality, identity and diversity,
including:
Moral decisions: teachings of
religions and other world views on
moral and ethical questions;
evaluation, reflection and critical
responses;
Identity and Diversity: diversity
among and within religions and
other world views; individual and
community responses to difference
and shared human values.

Easter Focus?
AUTHORITY
WISDOM
IDENTITY

2.3
How and why do people
pray?

A. Investigate the beliefs
and practices of religions
and other world views,
including: 
1712194352. Worship
and Spirituality: how
individuals and communities
express belief, commitment
and  emotion.
B. Investigate how
religions and other world
views address questions
of meaning, purpose and
value, including:
1.The nature of religion and
belief and its key concepts;
2.Ultimate Questions of
belonging, meaning,
purpose and truth.
A. Investigate the beliefs
Ultimate Questions of
belonging, meaning,
purpose and truth.

2.5
What did Jesus teach us
and how did he live?

A. Investigate the beliefs
and practices of religions
and other world views,
including:
1 Beliefs and authority: core
beliefs and concepts; sources
of authority including written
traditions and leaders;
B. Investigate how
religions and other world
views address questions of
meaning, purpose and
value, including:
2 Ultimate Questions of
belonging, meaning, purpose
and truth.
C. Investigate how
religions and other world
views influence morality,
identity and diversity,
including:
1 Moral decisions: teachings of
religions and other world views
on moral and ethical
questions; evaluation,



PSHE

Vocabulary

In this unit, pupils will
have an opportunity
to use words and phrases
related to:
Family
Promises
Parents, godparents, sponsors
Ritual, prayer
Baptism, aqiqah, adhan, font

End of unit expectations

Pupils working at the age
related expectations (ARE)
in Year 2 will be  able to:
Find out and talk about
different ways of welcoming
new life; name some artefacts
Recognise similarities and
differences in welcoming
ceremonies  for new babies
Respond sensitively to the
feelings and beliefs of
Christians and Muslims
Ask and respond to questions
about belonging

L1
H11-27
R21

Vocabulary

In this unit, pupils will
have an opportunity
to use words and phrases
related to:
Choices, influences
Rules, guidelines
The Pillars of Islam
The Ten Commandments

End of unit expectations

Pupils working at the age
related expectations (ARE)
in Year 2 will be  able to:
Re-tell stories about religious
and non-religious rules,
suggesting some meanings
Find out about and give
examples of different religious
rules
Begin to express ideas about
what makes a good rule and
why these are important in
helping people to live together
co-operatively

L4-6

Vocabulary

In this unit, pupils will have an
opportunity to use words and
phrases related to:

Christians   Wonderful
Muslims    God
Created     Natural
World
Stewardship   Responsibility
Recycle         Reuse
Environment

End of unit expectation

Pupils working at the age
related expectations (ARE) in
Year 2 will be  able to:
Ask and respond to questions
about the world and creation
Re-tell religious and non-religious
stories and beliefs about creation
and suggest some meanings
Begin to express ideas about how
to care for the planet

L3

Vocabulary

In this unit, pupils will
have an opportunity 
to use words and phrases
related to:
Prayer, reflection
church
mosque
faith
symbols
wudu

End of unit expectation

Pupils working at the age
related expectations
(ARE) in Year 2 will be
able to:
Find out how Christians and
Muslims pray and name
some artefacts relating to
prayer
Recognise similarities and
differences between how
Christians and Muslims pray
Ask questions and respond
to questions about prayer
Begin to express their own
ideas about the meaning of
prayer

reflection and critical
responses

Vocabulary

In this unit, pupils will
have an opportunity 
to use words and phrases
related to Christianity:

God   Christ   Jesus
Christian   Gospel
Disciple   Parables  Baptism
Crucifixion Resurrection

End of unit expectations

Pupils working at the age
related expectations (ARE)
in Year 2 will be  able to:
Retell some of Jesus’ parables
Express ideas and respond to
questions about stories from
the life and teachings of Jesus.
Express ideas about how
beliefs affect how Christians
live their lives such as fasting,
supporting the homeless and
poor, campaigning.  Use
examples of local or
well-known Christians today.
Name and retell key events in
the final days of Jesus’
ministry, including: Palm
Sunday (John 12:12-15); the
last supper (Mark 14: 12-26);
crucifixion (Luke 23:26-56) the
empty tomb (Luke 24: 1-12).
Recall how these are
remembered in Holy Week and
Easter.



Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education outcomes for pupils

Throughout each year group pupils make substantial and sustained progress leading to high levels of attainment.

From different starting points pupils develop excellent knowledge, understanding and skills enabling them to master their learning.

Pupils think highly critically, articulate their learning and their views with great confidence and work constructively with others.

They consistently evaluate, discern and challenge their own and others’ views using appropriate evidence from a range of sources.

Pupils show outstanding understanding of, and commitment to, their own and others’ health and well-being.

They understand extremely well how to keep themselves and others healthy and safe and are very well aware of, for example, the dangers of substance misuse.

Pupils have a very strong understanding of how to recognise and deal with mental health problems such as stress or eating disorders

Pupils have developed discernment and resilience and know how to resist peer pressure effectively; they understand very well how to seek further help and advice if they need it.

Pupils understand very well the impact of bullying on others and actively challenge all forms of bullying including racist, disablist, homophobic and transphobic language.

Pupils make outstanding progress in developing understanding and skills in relation to business, enterprise, money management, the world of work and employability.

PSHE

Relationships Relationships Living in the wider world Living in the wider world Health and Well Being Health and Well Being



What Makes a Good

Friend?

R6, R7, R8, R9, R25

What is Bullying?

R10, R11, R12, R16, R17,
R21,

R22, R24, R25

What Jobs do People Do?

L15, L16, L17, L7, L8

How do we live in a Digital
World?

L7, L8, L9

What can help us grow

and stay healthy?

H1, H2, H3, H4, H8, H9

How do we recognise our
feelings?

H11, H12, H13, H14, H15,
H16, H17, H18, H19, H20,

H24, H27

British
Values:
Democrac
y (D)

Rule of
Law (RL)

Individual
Liberty
(IL)

Mutual
respect
(MR)

Tolerance
of those

D: Everyone should be
summoned to become part of
a charity?

ROL: A law for endangered
British plants for example
bluebells should be enforced in
schools?

IL: - Some people use the
same password for many
logins, what advice would you
give to them?

MR: Why is it important to
respect people of any age?

T: When visiting a new
location such as a seaside
resort why is it important to
accept and follow the rules
around you?

D: Technology is used by lots
of people in everyday life.
When people go to a
restaurant or an event should
technology eg TV, tablets be
banned during this time? Does
it hinder or promote
conversation?

ROL: All workplaces and
homes be made to recycle all
items that can be recyclable?
How can we make sure that
everyone is recycling?

IL: Some buildings and

structures from the past are

not allowed to be converted

or knocked down. Should

people have the right to

change their property if they

own it?

MR: What are common
themes in all religions?

T: How have our beliefs about
science and geography
changed over time?

D: Sugary and fatty foods are
generally cheaper than healthier
foods. What do you think the
government should do about this?

ROL: What do you know about
laws for keeping pets?

IL: Not everyone eats the same
food and has the same diet. Many
people choose to eat certain foods.
Eg vegetarians, vegans,
pescatarians

MR: Why is sportsmanship a vital
aspect in any competition?

T: Different foods are prepared in
different ways. Eg Halal v Haram.
How does sharing this information
teach us about different faiths and
beliefs?

D: What do all religious books
teach us?

ROL: What do you know
about rules in a park regarding
plants?

IL: Do people have the right
to own what they found?
Why?

MR: What is the importance
of sharing British historical
finds to other countries for
their museums?

T: A museum should share
articles and artifacts from

D: If you could vote for or
against SATs, which way
would you vote and why?
Create a persuasive
argument.

ROL: If you could write your
own laws, what would you
write?

IL: Should we be allowed to
do as we please?

MR: What does every
religion have in common?

T: Should the Government
expect people to sit any
Statutory exams in any
religious festival?

D: I know that my opinions
will be valued by everyone in
the group.

ROL: What is a listed building?
What rules apply to this type
of property?

IL: I am proud of who I am
and what I represent.

MR: I can understand how
lucky I am to live in England, a
country which has such strong
values

T: Inventions that change
Science and Technology should
be celebrated regardless of



with
Different
Faiths and
Beliefs (T)

different countries from
around the world… Discuss

who invented them from any
background or faith?

101 Must
Do
Activities
Before
Leaving
Primary

Achieve 100% attendance at
school

22) Go to the seaside
23) Paddle in the sea
24) Build a sandcastle
25) Go to the beach
26) Listen to a shell
27) Go on a boat trip
28) Go on an open top bus

29) Learn to skip
30) Go the cinema/IMAX

31) Have a pyjama party
32) Play board games

33) Go to town
34) Visit a department store
35) Ride an elevator
36) Visit a charity shop

37) Visit a castle
38) Knit and sew
39) Follow a map

40) Play in the park
41) Feed the ducks
42) Go on a picnic
43) Fly a kite
44) Roll down a hill

501 Must
Read
Books
Before
Leaving
Primary

60 Books

The Tiger Who Came to

Tea

Judith Kerr

A Squash and a Squeeze

Julia Donaldson

The Hueys in None the

Number

Oliver Jeffers

Room on the Broom

Julia Donaldson

Mr Grumpy’s Motor Car

John Burningham

The Smartest Giant in

Town

Julia Donaldson

Charlie Cook’s Favourite

Book

Julia Donaldson

Revolting Rhymes

Roald Dahl

Cosmo and The Magic

Sneeze

Gwyneth Rees

Horrid Henry’s Big Bad

Book

Francesca Simon

The Best Nest

P. D. Eastman

The Giant Jam Sandwich

John Vernon Lord

Miss Nelson Is Missing!

Harry Allard

The Jolly Postman

Janet and Allan Ahlberg

The Three Pigs

Patricia Seibert

The Lighthouse Keeper’s

Lunch

Ronda Armitage

Katie Morag Delivers the

Mail

Mairi Hedderwick

The Polar Express

Chris Van Allsburg

Flat Stanley

Jeff Brown

Superworm

Julia Donaldson

Fergus Crane

Paul Stewart

The Sheep-Pig

Dick King-Smith

Aladdin and the Enchanted

Lamp

Philip Pullman

Mrs Pepperpot Stories

Alf Proysen

The Tales of Olga da Polga

Michael Bond

The Worst Witch

Jill Murphy

Old Possum’s Book of Practical

Cats

T.S.Elliot

The Enormous Crocodile

Roald Dahl

A Balloon for Grandad

Nigel Gray

Monkey Puzzle

Julia Donaldson

The Owl Who Was afraid

of the Dark

Jill Tomlinson

Come Away from the

Water, Shirley

John Burningham

Haunted House

Jevin Karunia

Matilda

Roald Dahl

The True Story of the

Three Little Pigs

Jon Scieszka

Room on the Broom

Julia Donaldson

Dinosaurs and All That

Rubbish

Michael Foreman

Are We There Yet?

Dan Santat

Mog The Forgetful Cat

Judith Kerr

The Scarecrows Wedding

Julia Donaldson

The Dark

Lemony Snicket

Grace and Family

Mary Hoffman

The Hogeheg

Dick King-Smith

The Magic Finger

Roald Dahl

Poems to Perform

Julia Donaldson

The Princess and the

White Bear King

Tanya Robyn Batt

The Seahorse

Christine Butterworth

Zerraffa Giraffa

Dianne Hofmeyr

Puffin Book of Fantastic

Poems

June Crebbin

Stick Man

Julia Donaldson

Mr Fox

Roald Dahl

Mr Majeika

Humphrey Carpenter

The New Kid on the Block

Jack Prelutsky

Old Tom

Leigh Hobbs

I Will Never Ever Eat a

Tomato

Lauren Child

Not Now, Bernard

David McKee

The Paper Bag Princess

Robert Munsch

Jumanji

Chris Van Allsburg

Oh, the Places you’ll go!

Dr. Seuss

Horrid Henry

Francesca Simon




